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Across

2. Territory that is legally tied to a 

soveregin state, if not culturally or 

ethinically.

4. Boundry Type: ceases to exist, but 

eaves an impirnt on the landscape or 

socail environment.

5. Where did the first states ever 

exist?

7. A states power to control land 

use/ownership, and establish 

international policies.

10. Boundry scale that separates land 

by countries.

16. Boundry Type: drawn on a map.

18. Boundry Type: separates religions.

19. Largest scale at which a boundry 

can exist. (UN)

20. Boundry Type: separates people of 

diferent groups, including culture, 

religion, language diferences.

22. Boundry Type: separates diferent 

languages.

23. Boundry Type: divided by 

mountains, water, deserts, ect.

24. What we commenly refer to as a 

country.

25. Current day city state in italy?

Down

1. Boundry type: existed unofically, 

before maps and gridlines.

3. Boundries must be _______ 

meaning falt, deep, and high.

6. Boundry type: separates diferent 

cultures or groups of people.

8. Boundry Type: divideds a nation. 

(can be considered at any scale.)

9. Small states that appeared in 

Mesopetamia?

11. Boundry scale meaning divisions 

within a state.

12. When was the concept of dividing 

land by boundries developed?

13. Part of a country that is contained 

within another country.

14. Boundry Type: built souly to keep 

certain people in or out of a territory.

15. Part of a country not attached to 

the main country.

17. The legacy of Imperialism meant 

that Arican nations traded more with 

_________ nations.

21. Lines that establish authority over 

areas o land.


